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Abstract. This paper presents the first results achieved within the In-
diana MAS project funded by Italian Ministry for Education, University
and Research, MIUR. We discuss how the AgentSketch holon belonging
to the Indiana MAS has been extended to cope with images, besides hand
drawn sketches, and has been tested in the domain of Mount Bego’s pre-
historic rock art (southern French Alps). The way Indiana MAS holons
cooperate in order to provide correct interpretations of ambiguous shapes
is discussed by means of an example based on hypotheses recently ad-
vanced by archaeologists.

1 Introduction

This paper presents the first results achieved within the project “Indiana MAS
and the Digital Preservation of Rock Carvings: A Multi-Agent System for Draw-
ing and Natural Language Understanding Aimed at Preserving Rock Carvings”,
funded by Italian Ministry for Education, University and Research, MIUR. The
project, accepted for funding in September 2011, will start in March 2012.

The aim of the project is to develop a technology platform based on intel-
ligent software agents for the digital preservation of rock carvings, which both
integrates and complements the techniques usually adopted to preserve heritage
sites. The platform will support domain experts in the creation of a repository,
which may become a reference at Italian and European level as a thorough
database of rock carvings, and in the interpretation of rock carvings. It will also
promote the awareness and the preservation of the cultural treasure by making
cultural information accessible to all on the Internet and preserve it for future
generations. To this end, the Indiana MAS platform will enable the preservation
of all kinds of available data about rock carvings, such as images, geographi-
cal objects, textual descriptions of the represented subjects. It will provide the



means to organize and structure such data into an existing collaborative tool
set, and will supply domain experts with collaborative facilities for processing
data and making assumptions about the way of life of the ancient people based
on them.

The choice of agent technology for addressing Indiana MAS goals was a
very natural one, given the need that each component of the system, while
operating in a highly autonomous way, interacts and coordinates with the other
components to share information and to reason about them in the most effective
way.

The paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 introduces the Indiana
MAS architecture and provides some background information on AgentSketch.
Section 3 discusses how the AgentSketch component of Indiana MAS has been
extended to cope with images, besides hand drawn sketches, and has been tested
in the domain of prehistoric rock art, and illustrates how correct interpretation
can result from interaction between AgentSketch and other MAS components.
Section 4 concludes and outlines our future work.

2 Indiana MAS and AgentSketch

Indiana MAS integrates intelligent software agents, ontologies, natural language
processing and sketch recognition techniques. Multi-agent systems (MASs) repre-
sent an optimal solution to manage and organize data from multiple sources and
to orchestrate the interaction among the components devoted to the interpreta-
tion of the carvings. Ontologies allow to define a common vocabulary that can
be profitably exploited to organize data associated with rock carvings, included
their semantic annotations, and create semantic relationships between them.
Natural Language Processing techniques are used to extract relevant concepts
from text and for mining semantic relationships among them, hence support-
ing the definition and evolution of ontologies devoted to describe the domain.
Sketch recognition techniques are applied to classify the elementary shapes of
the carving drawings and associate their possible interpretations with them.

Fig. 1 describes the Indiana MAS holonic architecture. Each component rep-
resented by a 3D puppet in the figure is a holon: it consists of “agents that give
up parts of their autonomy and merge into a super-agent (a holon), that acts -
when seen from the outside - just as a single agent again” [8].

Starting from structured and unstructured multilingual and multimedia data
coming from different sources (the Bicknell Legacy owned by the University of
Genova including images of Bicknell’s tracings with metadata in English and in
Italian; the ADEVREPAM database owned by the Laboratoire Départementale
de Préhistoire du Lazaret storing images of the tracings made by De Lumley’s
team with metadata in English and French; heterogeneous data coming from
other open sources such as the World Wide Web), we created a first repository
of raw data.



Fig. 1. Indiana MAS architecture

AgentText takes care of understanding text in English, French, and Italian,
and classifying it according to the Rock Carving Vocabulary that dynamically
evolves as new data will be inserted into the repository.

Image and drawing understanding are performed by AgentSketch [2], a multi-
agent system that we developed as part of our previous research, and that will be
discussed in the sequel. Classified data (text, images, drawings) are made avail-
able to the public thanks to the Indiana GioNS Digital Library. The Library
is managed by AgentLib, that interacts with both AgentText and AgentSketch
to help relationships among heterogeneous data emerge and be stored into the
Digital Library as new knowledge. The Library is made accessible to users by
AgentSearch, a personal user assistant designed along the lines of old and well-
know “digital butlers” [4, 10], providing user profiling and content personaliza-
tion capabilities. The interface offered by AgentSearch integrates query-by-sketch
and natural language understanding technologies.

While the access point to Indiana MAS services for end users is AgentSearch,
each holon in the MAS can be directly accessed by privileged users, as shown
in Fig. 1 where an archaeologist inputs the image of Mount Bego’s most fa-
mous engraving, the “wizard”, to AgentSketch directly, for directly obtaining an
interpretation of the image.

AgentSketch is composed by the four kinds of agents shown in Fig. 2.
Interface Agent. It represents an interface between the agent-based AgentS-

ketch framework and the generic “Input Suppliers” that are not included inside
the framework. The nature of these input suppliers may vary according to the
type of sketch to be interpreted and to the drawing process (on-line vs. off-line).



Fig. 2. AgentSketch architecture

The Interface Agent informs the “Sketch Interpretation Agent” (SIA) and the
“Input Pre-Processing Agent” (that, in turns, informs the “Symbol Recognition
Agents”) about the nature of the recognition process (off-line or on-line) and
converts the information produced by the input suppliers into a suitable format
for these agents. It sends each new available piece of input (or the whole input,
in case of an off-line recognition process of an image) to the Input Pre-Processing
Agent, and interacts with the SIA for sending the sketch interpretation requests
to it, and for delivering its answer to the user. For example, the implemented
instance of the Interface Agent currently available within AgentSketch provides
a stub for an on-line editor that takes advantage of Java Swing components
and Satin, and for a file browser allowing the user to select images from the file
system.

Input pre-processing agent. It processes the input received from the Inter-
face Agent and sends the obtained results to the “Symbol Recognition Agents”
described in the following, using a format compliant with the recognition ap-
proach they apply.

Symbol Recognition Agents (SRAs). Each SRA is devoted to recognize
a particular symbol of the domain. Moreover SRAs may collaborate with other
SRAs in order to apply context knowledge to the symbols they are recognizing,
and with the SIA that deals with the sketch interpretation activity. On-line
recognition of hand-drawn sketches and off-line recognition of objects within
images are based on very different approaches, and exploit different algorithm
and existing libraries to work. This lower level activity is demanded to “Symbol
Recognizers” (SRs in the figure) that are not agents, lacking most of the agent-
characterizing features, but just software modules managed by SRAs. As long
as there is one SRA that correctly integrates SRs by managing their execution
as well as data conversion issues, the actual implementation of the SRs and the
approach to recognition that they adopt do not matter. The inherently flexible



and modular agent-based approach allowed us to seamlessly cope with symbols
that have been recognized by heterogeneous SRs managed by ad-hoc SRAs.

Sketch Interpretation Agent (SIA). The SIA provides the correct inter-
pretation either of the sketch drawn so far (in case of an on-line drawing process)
or of the entire sketch (in case of an off-line recognition process) to the Interface
Agent. In particular, it analyzes the information received from SRAs and solves
conflicts between symbols that might arise. When all the conflicts have been
solved, the SIA proposes the sketch interpretation to the user, interacting with
the Interface Agent.

AgentSketch has been experimented in the domain of Use Case Diagrams [2].
Its exploitation for reasoning about hand-drawn sketches in the physical security
domain has been discussed in [3]. In the following section we discuss two SRAs
operating in the rock art domain, and the interactions among AgentSketch and
the other holons in the Indiana MAS to reach an agreement on the correct inter-
pretation of a sketch, based on external information coming from heterogeneous
and multi-lingual documents.

3 Recognizing and Interpreting Rock Carvings in Indiana
MAS

3.1 SRA for Sketches

In order to recognize rock art carvings while they are being sketched, we im-
plemented a SRA working on-line and based on LADDER [9]. In LADDER,
symbol recognition is performed using the rule-based system Jess [7]. In partic-
ular, for each symbol of the domain, a Jess rule is automatically generated from
a LADDER structural shape description, which mainly contains information on
the shape of the symbol. Recognition using Jess is sensible neither to the order
of the strokes, nor to the symbol dimension. These features make the approach
very stable.

As an example, the LADDER description of a corniculate is shown in Fig. 3.
This rule defines a corniculate as one ellipse and four lines from which the shape
is built, plus the topological constraints defining the relationships among these
elements: two lines (representing the lower part of the horns) must be similar in
length, touch the ellipse (representing the head), and be over it; the two other
lines (representing the upper part of the horns) must be similar in length, and
each of them must be above the lower part of one horn and connected to it.

The final behavior of this rule is that, when in the working memory of the
LADDER application there are four lines and one ellipse that respect the pre-
condition of the rule, the rule is fired and a corniculate symbol is recognized. A
similar (but simpler) rule has been defined for recognizing short weapons.

The shapes described with LADDER must be diagrammatic or iconic since
they have to be drawn using a predefined set of primitive shapes and composed
using a predefined set of constraints.

Fig. 4 shows a screenshot of AgentSketch at work. Fig. 4(a) shows the sym-
bols sketched by the user, and 4(b) shows which of them have been correctly



(define shape Corniculate
(description

“Symbol representing a corniculate in Mount Bego’s carvings”
)
(components

(Ellipse head) (Line horn1 lower) (Line horn2 lower) (Line horn1 upper) (Line horn2 upper)
)
(constraints

(touches head horn1 lower) (touches head horn2 lower)
(hornsConnected horn1 lower horn1 upper) (hornsConnected horn2 lower horn2 upper)
(equalLength horn1 lower horn2 lower) (equalLength horn1 upper horn2 upper)
(equalLength horn1 lower horn2 lower)
(over horn1 lower head) (over horn2 lower head) (over horn1 upper horn1 lower) (over

horn2 upper horn2 lower)
)

)

Fig. 3. LADDER description of a corniculate.

a b

Fig. 4. The user interface of the system.

recognized as corniculates (black symbols) and as daggers (red – or light gray if
printed in gray-scale – symbols). All the symbols have been correctly recognized
as belonging to their own category, apart from the dagger in the lower left portion
of the screen. Surprisingly, despite the simplicity of their shape, correctly rec-
ognizing daggers raises some problems. Daggers that are sketched almost in the
same way may be either recognized or not, depending on very small variations
of the length and relative position of their constituent elements. Relaxing the
constraints of the rule for recognizing daggers would eliminate this problem, but
would lead to detection of false positives that, in the current setting, are com-
pletely absent. We prefer to keep the rule constraints stricter and having some
weapons not recognized, rather than lowering the accuracy of the algorithm by
correctly recognizing more weapons, but also having more false positives.



3.2 SRA for Images

The SRA for recognizing rock carvings in images operates off-line and has been
developed using an existing open source library of programming functions for real
time computer vision, OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision1). Among the
many functions offered by OpenCV, we used those that exploit Haar-like features
[14] for categorizing subsections of images based on the intensity of pixels in the
region, and the AdaBoost machine learning algorithm [6] for training classifiers
to recognize objects in images given positive and negative samples. Some true
positives and negatives recognized by the SRA are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. True positives (top) and true negatives (bottom).

The implementation of another SRA based on SIFT [12] is under way. SIFT
is a method for detecting and describing local features in images and has been
recently used for automatic coin classification [16]. It could be a good choice both
for hand-drawn sketches and for rock carving images, since rock engravings and
ancient coins show many similarities from a computer vision viewpoint. In the
coin case, SIFT could recognize the same object/element/figure in different coins
even if the actual shape varies from one item to another. We are confident to
reach the same good results on rock carvings with the SRA we are implementing.
1 http://opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/. Last accessed: February the 15th, 2012.



3.3 Interpretation as cooperation among holons

Interpreting a given shape within a sketch or an image in the correct way is
performed by the standalone AgentSketch (namely, AgentSketch not integrated
within Indiana MAS) by exploiting contextual information local to the sketch.
For example, in the domain of use case UML diagram, an oval could be inter-
preted either as the head of a stick man, or as a use case. If there are other
strokes in the oval’s context (namely, close to it) that follow the pattern of the
stick man body, then the oval is more likely to be a head than a use case. In
[2] we showed that exploiting such kind of contextual information improves the
precision of the interpretation.

When sketches are as complex as rock carvings, however, the context to take
into account to provide a correct and precise interpretation cannot be any longer
limited to neighboring strokes, and cannot be hard-wired within the AgentSketch
Symbol Interpretation Agent.

To make an example, in [5] a systematic analysis of meaningful associations
between symbols characterizing Mount Bego’s engravings have been carried out,
leading to the identification of recurrent patterns such as:

– the dagger, symbol of the light, placed over a reticulate symbolizing the
earth; the dagger between the horns of a corniculate (interpretation: the god
of storms that fertilizes the earth by means of the rain);

– sinuous lines symbolizing the stream; the canal watering the earth and cornic-
ulates associated with sinuous lines and small corniculates; a water basin be-
tween the horns of a corniculate (interpretation: water fertilizing the earth);

– a bull below a feminine figure with open arms and legs (interpretation: the
myth known as the “son-husband”, a symbolic representation of the high
goddess or mother goddess giving birth to the bull, who in turn fertilizes the
goddess).

Hard-wiring all such patterns within AgentSketch in order to reinforce, for
example, the hypothesis that a given shape is a bull if it is below a feminine shape,
is not feasible: relationships among symbols are too many, too complex and too
dynamic, due to the many co-existing hypotheses made by archaeologists, and
to the new ones that are continuously proposed.

The solution implemented in Indiana MAS decouples the discovery and rep-
resentation of such patterns among symbols from their exploitation during the
sketch interpretation stage. The protocol followed by holons to boost interpre-
tation is the following.

1. AgentText is fed with multi-lingual textual documents that it processes to
perform the following operations:
(a) Categorize documents according to the Rock Carving Vocabulary, de-

fined a priory by the domain experts at the set up of Indiana MAS; this
activity is carried out by exploiting the techniques discussed in [11]. The
output of the categorization activity is sent to AgentLib which stores
the documents in the digital library and adds meaningful metadata to
them, consistent with the categories discovered by AgentText.



(b) Extract information about patterns like those described above; this ac-
tivity is carried out by exploiting the Role Ontology Extractor [1] that
we experimented in the archeological domain, as described in [13]. Dis-
covered patterns are stored in the Rock Carving Vocabulary which is im-
plemented as a OWL ontology [15], and hence allows us to easily define
relationships among concepts in form of OWL properties that connect
them (for example, concepts Dagger and Horn can be connected by the
“between” property, and concepts Dagger and Reticulate by the “over”
property, suitably annotated by a pointer to the document where the
relationship was extracted from).

Since the success of pattern extraction heavily depends on natural language
processing and word sense disambiguation, that are known to be AI-complete
problems, domain experts are required to validate patterns proposed by
AgentText before they are stored within the Rock Carving Vocabulary. Al-
though not trivial, classification of documents is a more stable task than
pattern extraction, and no supervision is required on it.

2. AgentSketch accesses the Rock Carving Vocabulary looking for stored pat-
terns involving symbols that have been recognized so far, whenever it needs
to disambiguate the interpretation of a sketch. Patterns that support a given
interpretation, make that interpretation stronger. The strongest interpreta-
tion is proposed to the user.

This way, patterns are (semi-)automatically extracted from textual docu-
ments and represented in a declarative way. No matter what these patters are,
where do they originate from, and how fast they evolve during time: AgentS-
ketch always operates in a way that is independent from the values of the pat-
terns themselves, and the resulting interpretation depends on the current set of
patterns stored in the Rock Carving Vocabulary.

Fig. 6. Mount Bego’s engravings ZIV.GII.R19C.no 12 and 13.

To make an example, let us suppose that a sketch like the one represented
in Fig. 6 (Mount Bego’s engravings ZIV.GII.R19C.no 12 and 13 [5]) is input to
AgentSketch. The Symbol Recognizer devoted to recognizing corniculates suc-
ceeds in detecting a corniculate in the bottom part of the sketch with a high



confidence, but the Symbol Recognizer that should recognize daggers fails in its
purpose: the shape in the sketch does not meet the standard dagger shape, and
the confidence that could be a dagger is below the usually acceptable threshold.
On the other hand, the confidence that it is a sinuous line or a water basin, as
computed by the Symbol Recognizers in charge for these two kinds of shapes, is
even lower than the confidence that it is a dagger.

AgentSketch looks for patterns involving corniculates in the Rock Carving
Vocabulary, and finds the following ones:

– WaterBasin between Horns belongingTo Corniculate
– Dagger between Horns belongingTo Corniculate
– Corniculates closeTo SinuousLines

These patterns make the interpretation of the unknown shape as a Water-
Basin, a Dagger, or a SinuousLine feasible, but since confidence(Dagger) > confi-
dence(WaterBasin) and confidence(Dagger) > confidence(SinuousLine), the in-
terpretation proposed to the user is that the sketch represents a dagger between
the horns of a corniculate.

Since each pattern in the Rock Carving Vocabulary contains meta-data about
the document it was extracted from, the user is also shown the document as a
witness for the given interpretation.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

The digital preservation, classification, and interpretation of rock carvings raises
many scientific challenges, such as the integration of data coming from multiple
sources, and the interpretation of drawings whose meaning may vary based on
contextual information. The Indiana MAS project tackles such issues by exploit-
ing intelligent agents that ensure the required degree of flexibility and autonomy
in a highly dynamic and heterogeneous environment. Even if the project did
not even start yet, many components of the Indiana MAS have already been
developed and tested on the project’s domain, and their integration in the In-
diana MAS is under way. The steps moved in the rock art interpretation direc-
tion discussed in this paper, although preliminary, are very promising. The full
achievement of all the project’s objectives will be our main goal in the next three
years.
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